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Its true if someone said a trip to Kullu  Manali gave a lifetime experience because it echoes with
every person that  visited the two small hill stations in Himachal Pradesh.

To capture the bogged down spirits and  put some life back into, there are some must visit places
and Kullu Manali will  occupy foremost in that list. It is visit to these places and capturing the  life
from the nature&rsquo;s close quarters that makes tough times in life going a  little easy.

Once upon a time Kullu was considered as the farthest point for human  habitation and you&rsquo;d
see the mention of Kullu valley name in the nomenclature  of Kulantapitha in the Hindu epical
stories Ramayana and Mahabharata. It finds  a mention even in the Vishnu Purana. The festival of
Dashehara celebrated at  Kullu is now become world famous and there are people who plan their
trip here  coinciding the festival.

The other HP hill station Manali is close to Kullu and is spread over  green grassland and the
evergreen valley offering a visual marvel that two eyes  cant behold but rather stay in the memories
of visitors for a long time. These  two tourist destinations are the nature&rsquo;s best retreat you
can ask for in  India. If you are looking for some good accommodations here, there are many  hotels
in Manali suiting every pocket size.

Kullu Manali will keep you  spell bound with its unending nature&rsquo;s spiraling splendor; the vast
valley is  simply magical and you will love every bit of it. Most package tours will offer  best of hotels
in Manali and Kullu of course depending on your convenience and  requirement, although Manali
hotels are always a better option.

What to do in Kullu?

Kullu is the land devoted to gods because the valley has a quite a few  old temples to boast of and
you can visit them to begin with; Bijili Mahadev  temple, Raghunath temple, Mahadevi Tirth,
Basheshwar Mahadev temple are some of  important places to visit. And later on take up a trek in
various regions  around Kullu or even river rafting or fishing would be a great idea to spend a 
valuable time in Kullu valley.

Things to do in Manali

Manali with its ever-splendid charm attracts thousands of  tourists every year and one can
encapsulate the vivacious nature in their minds  and hearts for the rest of their lives. Take a walk to
the famous Hidimba  temple, Manu temple, Vashisht temple and also the Tibetan monasteries. Also 
make a trip to Rohtang Pass, Solang valley, Naggar and Manikaran, which are  must visit places
around Manali. In Manali, trekkers will have various options  to enliven their adventurous side; you
can involve in trekking,
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Kullu Manalli - About Author:
The state of Himachal Pradesh is  blessed with the cities of Kullu and a Manali which are believed to
be homes of the saptharishis. It is also believed that  Manali has been named after Hindu
Mythological character Manu and is aptly  Switzerland of India with its scenic beauty and climate. To
obtain the best deals  and best a Manali packages, make  sure you know where to go. Please feel
free to check the website a www.KulluManaliTrip.com and  garner the best deals for your Kullu
Manali holiday tour.
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